
Our company is hiring for a program manager sales. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for program manager sales

Establish alliances with and leverage Segment groups and corporate
ecosystem for necessary development and delivery resources
Master content from subject matter experts (SMEs) and defined sources to
organize it in a way that reflects an understanding of the product/program to
be supported
Development of identified training materials (courseware, webcasts, demos, ),
utilizing appropriate source subject matter experts
Clear communication with Infrastructure group on required output when
needed
Regular communication with Regional Programs and Global Programs groups
regarding regional development needs
Communication of completed materials to Regional Programs teams for
regional use/delivery
Deliver training where appropriate
Organize data and generate deep insights in campaigns, orders,
opportunities, ad delivery and ad operations in order to enhance sales force
productivity and effectiveness
Create comprehensive dashboards and automated metrics reports for sales
and performance metrics, sales productivity, attach rates by categories,
revenue forecasts/visibility, variance to delivered from contracted
Analyze historical data to identify trends and insights (such as advertiser
spend analysis, business input metrics) and benchmark against the broader
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Qualifications for program manager sales

Must be detail oriented and able to independently exhaust all potential
avenues to research and resolve obstacles
2+ plus years of experience in program / project management with a
demonstrated track record of leading and delivering projects
Ability to work with large groups of people at all levels of management
Trainer, Presenter and Event Manager – Develop and present content for
sales trainings and events
Tool and Process Architect – Build sales tools and processes to increase
productivity, velocity, and motivation
Facilitates Cross-Functional Teams – Sponsor and encouraged multi-channel
collaboration


